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Abstract— Various types of artificial sources of non-

ionizing electromagnetic radiations in our current day 

societies have raised concern about the achievable 

dangerous effect of these radiations. The present occupation 

identifies the main frequency range of EMF, together with 

their relevant interaction with tissue. The biological and 

some other harmful effect are outlined. The maturity of 

mobile , tower, transmission line(power line), microwave 

ovens, AC and some other household appliances etc. these 

are in few year ago raised many questions about the effects 

of electromagnetic field, which formed from these devices 

on human health. All wireless devices must comply those 

regulations so there is a need for EM exposure inspection. 

The health effect that might originate from EM radiation is 

almost certainly the most complicated and difficult to 

understand of all the effect of EM radiation. In domestic 

appliances a controlled environment is created where the 

radiated environment and health field are condensed below 

safe values by different means viz. shield, gaskets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the course of the 19
th

century attention began to shift from 

the application of static electricity in medicine and 

physiology to those of galvanic current. Just volta published 

his papers on the electric pile two years after in 1810. 

Physions were already using galvanic current to stimulate 

the union of bone fracturing. By the mid 1850’s surgeon 

were regulatory using galvanic current to heat various 

instruments, principally to affect caluteray. Theoretical 

development of the electromagnetic of faraday, amperes, 

gauss, Maxwell and other and by the development of 

sources prominent among these investigations were Jacques 

ArsenedArsonval and Hikola tesla. Most effective domestic 

appliance is microwave ovens which manufacturers were 

represented by the Association of home appliance 

manufactures (AHAM), which held discussion with the 

BRH (Bureau of Radiological Health) and TEPRSC 

(Technical Electronics Product Radiation Safety 

Committee). High voltage power line give a specific field of 

electrostatic and electromagnetic. Electrostatic field also 

affected to the human health and environment (plant and 

animals). High voltage lines have 50 to 60 Hz frequency 

wave and this are the dominant source of pollution. 

Analyze the thermal power plants emf and measure 

the safe level of the magnetic waves. For mitigating the 

impacts of the pollution of power line ICNIRP 1998 have 

Right of way (RoW) which will live so far us at a distance 

from source. IEEE, NIEHS, ANSI, AGCIH, FCC, OSHA, 

NIOSH, NRPB, EU, IARC, WHO etc. this organizations 

works in the field of electromagnetic pollution and give 

some suggestion for improving. Analysis of 220 kV and kV 

line in thermal power plant high grid at khandwa (MP).  

 

II. SOME TECHNOLOGIES WHICH CREATES EMF 

1) High voltage power lines: Power line has some differ-

differ level frequencies which creates low frequency 

(50/60Hz) and high frequency (0.15 to 30MHz) field 

and creates highly disturbances. 

2) Under sea power cables:  It used mainly in foreign 

countries and widely undersea power cables have 

worked in Europe mainly. 

3) Broadcast transmitter: Broadcasting network are 

spreading at modern generation at these sources highly 

impact on human health at high frequency 

4) Radar: Radar mainly used for special provisions and 

these may be police radar and air surveillance system. 

Radar works at high frequencies at 300 extremely MHz 

to 15GHz. 

5) Cell phone radiation: Cell phone radiation have long 

term health effects which may concerns brain tumor and 

so many health impacts/hazards 

6) MRI (magnetic resonance imaging: MRI uses a 

powerful magnetic field, radio frequencies pulses and a 

computer to produced detailed picture of organs, soft 

tissue, bone and virtually all other internal body 

structures. 

7) X-ray and CT scan: These are the great research in the 

medical science but we will see that in other way that 

means these devices creates some EMF which are very 

harmful for the human health. It creates some thermal 

effects at high frequencies 

8) DECT (digital enhance cordless communication): 

DECT usually known by the acronym DECT is a 

standard primarily used for creating cordless phone 

system. It originated in Europe where it is the universal 

standards, replacing earlier cordless phone standards 

such as 900MHz CT1 and CT2. 

9) Satellite dishes: Main or secondary power line in the 

vicinity may actually be amplified by the satellite dish. 

If antennas of satellite dishes are pointing at a certain 

angle even partially a power transmission line, they will 

actually absorb and focus its frequencies. 

10) Motion Sensors: An electronic motion sensor (5.8 GHz 

frequencies) microwave motion sensor is moving object 

detector with 360 degree detection range. It can be such 

a lamp. 
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11) Video display terminal: If you keep a distance of about 

70cm away from the modern types and if there are no 

other volts used to automatically control other electrical 

appliances 

12) Walkie-talkie: These were used for the communications 

and it works at more frequencies, police have these 

types of devices. 

13) Household appliances:  In a domestic environment it is 

typical to find various types of electric and electronic 

gadgets such as TV, mixers, grinder, microwave, 

hairdryers, PC etc. Now-a-days these type of devices 

located in urban and populated areas. It is common to 

find industries to find industries high tension lines, 

radios, transmitters, electronic locomotives automobile 

and various types of communication and non-

communications equipments in the vicinity. 

 Room heater 

 Hair dryer 

 TV 

 Mixer and grinder 

 Microwave 

 Refrigerator 

 VCR 

 Washing machine 

 Electric shaver 

 PC 

 Electric blanket 

 Radio  

 Air conditioner 

 Vacuum cleaner 

III. HEALTH HAZARD FROM THESE TECHNOLOGIES- 

1) Short term Health Problem- 

 Memory loss 

 Loss of energy 

 Chronic fatigue 

 Headache 

 Weakened immune system 

 Childhood leukemia 

 Thermal effect 

2) Long term Health Problem- 

 Epidemiology of cancer 

 DNA damage 

 Neurological effect 

 Effect on nervous system 

 Health impact on reproduction and fertility 

 Impact on human sperm 

 Long term health problem on animals(swine, sheep 

and cattle) in grazing under power line(50/60Hz) 

 Long term effect on crops 

Impact on aquatic life. It can create genotoxic, Blood brain 

barrier (BBB) and immune system effects. Some studies we 

have done on the cell phone radiations which effects to the 

tissue damage, and impacts on chromosomes. Thermal 

effects are also creating stressed to the human body and 

thermal damages. Epidemiology is the basic study of 

occurrences and distribution these diseases in the 

populations. Epidemiology of cancer is the long latency 

period and long term health problems and the latency period 

is 5 to 20 years.  

Following health outcomes are exposure in the 

scholarly literature: cancers, tumor growth, genetic effects, 

impairment of hormone, behavior problems defects, fetal 

development, birth defects and also have blood defects. 

EMF established adverse health effect childhood cancers, 

depression, breast cancers, alzheimer’s diseases and 

parkinson’s diseases, heart diseases, certain type of heart 

diseases. A comprehensive review of recorded EMF effects 

on human health and environment that are increased infant 

mortality, disorder, fatigue, headache, nausea, male sexual 

dysfunction, nervous system, embryonic death. Environment 

heat or thermal effect in excess of the mammalian 

thermoregulatory capacity may be increase the permeability 

of the blood brain barrier to macrolecules. Numerous studies 

worked and searched the exposure of radio frequencies 

electromagnetic waves from the mobile phones and 

electrical household appliances behaviors. The effects of the 

EM pollution are short term health problem and long term 

health problems. EM waves increased number of relevant 

carcinogenic effects and epidemiological and in vitro 

studies. According the national grid records have magnetic 

field from high voltage power lines in the result of birth and 

childhood cancers. 

IV. MEASUREMENT 

The EMF sensor application measure electromagnetic wave 

in terms of EMF. Gradient metre and tesla monitoring used 

by the scientist Doru vatau, Flavius-Dan-Surianu in our 

research. Consider the value of the waves effect at a 

threshold level. To evaluate the power line EMF by the 

mobile application EMF sensor at a different-different place 

in this report value of EMF measured in mG and µT. all the 

type of sources creates radiations and we also measure the 

value of EMF by the device. We cannot measure separately 

electric field by this application only measured EMF. 

Some areas of EMF Measurement- 

S.No. ZONE 

1 Near transformer 

2 Below transmission line 

3 Near switchyards 

4 Near 220/400 kV substation 

5 Control room 

Measurement near transformer and in the 

substation and find the value of emf that is 720mG and 

800mG. near control room transmission line suffering so 

this area have 550mG. Doru Vatau, Maina Abrahim, Ali 

Hamdallah 2012 publish a paper and make a measurement 

which related to the analysis of EMF and the trifield metere 

is the instrument used by the Doru Vatau which measure the 

electric and magnetic field easily.  

V. RESULT 

After collecting the data of measurement now give proper 

report on this data. The surrounding area of the 220 and 

400kV line is a dangerous zone. The right of way (RoW) 

should be suggested because the switchyard and near 

transformer area is highly radiation field. Measured area 

near the both substation. HV transmission line and 

distribution line EMF effects also depend on the location of 

workers in this area 
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Measure 720 mG near the transformer and 550mG 

near control room both are the dangerous zone and human 

cannot live daily in this exposure. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Electric and magnetic field induced and established 

biological effects and human harmful interaction with 

ionizing and non ionizing radiations. Risk factor assessment 

in the small capacity substation or plant searched at differ-

differ frequencies. 220 and 400 kV substation is produced 

frequencies which are ELF (extremely low field). So aware 

from that EM pollution and reducing or mitigate within 

critic areas. Several ways to decrease the EM field intensity- 

 Increase the height of the Lines 

 Optimize the phase arrangement 

 Make the line compact 

 Increase the voltage to reduced current 

 Insulation will make proper safe 

 We can provide isolation safety 

 Certified instruments used for the measuring the 

intensity of the EMF. 

 
Fig. 1: Transformer in the plant (220/400kV) 

Measuring zone 
Value of emf 

mG x y z 

Transformer 720 560 311 129 

Circuit breaker 770 750 15 120 

Near control room 550 350 490 140 

Second transformer 575 370 360 140 

Switchyard 600 400 530 170 

Table 1: Industrial data of EMF (220/400kV) 
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